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Our digital platform, Pathway, has advanced supply chain

management towards a modern world. It's freight management

made simple. We have simplified unnecessarily complex, long-

winded processes and streamlined collaboration and document

management to help your business focus on the things that

matter.

Say goodbye to emails, spreadsheets and constantly chasing for

updates or information. Using Pathway, we connect you and your

team to help you make the right decisions in the blink of an eye.

Discover how Pathway Core can help you save money, increase

productivity and turn your supply chain into competitive

advantage and value. It truly is the key to a powerful supply chain.

ESSENTIAL POINTS TO COVER



Ready to optimise your logistics and supply
chain teams' workflow with Pathway?

You're able to sign in and get an overview of your entire
network, where you'll see at a glance when something is
running behind schedule, and adjust your plan accordingly.

Manage your documentation quickly and easily from
anywhere. No more searching for that three-week old email
from your supplier with the attachments, it's all right there
linked to the shipment.

Most importantly, you're able to find everything at your
fingertips. Those important shipments that you have to brief
the team on daily? Invite them to Pathway and tag critical
shipments so they can search using their own references or
language.



Realtime shipment
tracking across 
your entire freight
network. 

Your team will have access to real-time vessel location information, directly from
the GPS of the ship, updated several times a day.

See at a glance where your products are, if they're on schedule and where you need
to adjust your plans.



Pathway Core structures your
data, providing complex shipping
information in our seamless
Shipments In Transit grid.

Tag and search for shipments
using your language, not ours.



Your global logistics network has to
function like clockwork but with
dozens if not hundreds of
stakeholders nationally and globally,
logistics has never been an easy part
of any business to centralise.

Pathway helps you to achieve this and
more. Bringing everyone together in a
single space, our cloud-based app is
quick to set up and works from any
modern browser.

Work From

Anywhere



New: Analytics and Reporting

Performance
tracking on all
shipments - see how
many shipments
arrived on time

How many
deliveries are
planned and what
is the FCL
container utilisation
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